We have searched for a magnetically charged particle that travels faster than light. These particles are detected by the Cherenkov radiation they emit while moving in a magnetic field. We find that the cross sections for photoproduction of these particles by 1-MeV p rays in lead and water are less than 0.6x 10 36 cm and 2x 10 6 cm, respectively. These results are subject to some assumptions about the hypothetical particles.
INTRODUCTION
Particles traveling with velocities less than that of light are either electrically charged or neutral.
Photons and neutrinos travel at the speed of light and are neutral. What electromagnetic fields would be associated with particles that travel faster than light' ?" We speculate that tachyons (if they exist) are either neutral or magnetically charged.
Such speculations are not new. Parker has proposed an extended Lorentz transformation relating momenta and fields in the rest frame of the tachyon to observables in the laboratory. ' The transverse fields of an electrically charged tachyon q = e(esu) moving with infinite speed appear in the lab as a magnetic field associated with a particle of magnetic charge g(emu) = e(esu).
We are looking for a somewhat different particle. This particle bears a magnetic charge near that of the Dirac monopole (g=69e), moves faster than light, and consequently emits Cherenkov radiation even in a vacuum. Let us call this particle a tachyon monopole (TM) .
Few previous experiments have any bearing on the existence of tachyon monopoles. The exhaustive searches for monopoles in cosmic rays have set a limit of less than 10' monopoles striking the entire surface of the earth in a year. 4 But the most sensitive of these searches demand that the monopole stop in matter from which it is then extracted by a high magnetic field4 or cycled through a superconducting loop. ' Clearly these experiments would not have detected a TM. In other experiments the monopole is not stopped but is only thermalized before being accelerated by a magnetic field. Two of these experiments, a cosmic-ray search' and an accelerator search, ' would have been sensitive to a tachyon monopole having a charge g= 69e. (See the Appendix for a full discussion of the relevance of previous monopole searches to tachyon monopoles. ) Searches have been made for electrically charged tachyons produced in the shield of a y-ray source, " in K -p interactions" and in cosmic rays. " Baltay, Feinberg, Linsker, and E. M. Purcell, G. B. Collins, T; Fujii, J. IIornbostel, and F. Turkot, Phys. Rev. 129, 2326 (1963 
